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“When you realize how perfect everything is, you
will tilt your head back and laugh at the sky.”
~ Anonymous
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Introduction

by Bernie Siegel, MD

T

his book that Charlie and I have created fills me with joy
and wonder. That is not my ego talking but my soul and
spiritual self.
The thought that the title of the book was really in error
just occurred to me. As God said to me when I was suffering,
as a physician, because I could not cure everyone’s problems.
“Bernie, a perfect world is not creation. You are here to live
and learn.” Our poetry book is a way for us to teach and share
our painful experience and the labor pains of life and selfbirthing and creating the real you.
What is perfect are the tools and potential God has given
us to create with, just as a sculptor does, so we carved out the
poems because we had the courage to face our pains rather
than numb ourselves in various ways. It is the similar path we
took and the awareness of life’s pains which we knew we had
to bring forth from within us if we were to survive that created
this book. Life is difficult and the word perfect needs to be
defined. We are saying to you all that life isn’t unfair but it is
difficult but when we have the courage to experience and feel
the pain we also see the beauty and the path to healing our
wounds and becoming perfect, creative and complete again.
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We become co-creators with God. A true story: One
morning I was out walking and singing, “I am strong but Thou
art weak” and I heard God say, “Bernie, you have the lyrics
wrong.” As I became aware of God’s words and was about to
correct myself, I heard God say, “But I’ve done such a good job
with you, maybe you’re right. So go ahead and sing your song.”
For me, Charlie and I are both singing our songs with
our poetry and sharing how perfectly imperfect the world is
and we all are. Be grateful for the gifts you have received from
our Creator. Who invented the eye and blessed us with it? Not
to mention all our gifts of healing, hope, faith and love.
Thank God,
Bernie Siegel, MD
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Introduction
by Charlie Siegel

T

his book that Grandpa Bernie and I have created has
become a beautiful work of art spanning across our
generations.
Some years ago, my Grandpa Bernie and I began passing
our writings back and forth with each other over emails,
sharing our work, passing our wisdoms back and forth. Like a
stone long passed back and forth between hands hard worked
by life, our future works continued to be polished by being
shared with each other. Each time we sat down to write, it
seemed that some piece of each other was being shared as
we continued on with our own writings; for unbeknownst to
either of us, we began to write more and more about the same
topics.
On our own computers, in our own hometowns on
opposite sides of Connecticut, with our own life experiences to
inspire us, our poetry and short works of inspiration began to
spring forth from our fingertips to appear at later examination
as a form of subconscious conversation going on between the
two of us. Exploring both of our collections of poetry, we found
many places where our poems fit together as a beautiful rolling
pattern of conversation between two spiritually-focused men,
generations apart. The sections of this book were birthed as we
delved deeper into the worlds of both of our works and found
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these seven topics of life’s greatest messages that we had both
written about over the years. It brightens my heart to share in
this project with my grandfather.
As we continue to write, who knows what further
conversations our works will develop. As I go forward, I seek
to help to further all conversations of love, so that in all of our
actions, in all of our ways, we can all help to weave a beautiful
conversation of love across the ages. And at the end of the day,
when we lean back in our chairs and wonder who we are really
talking to, perhaps it is really God that has been speaking to all
of us all along. Let us be a voice for that love.
With Peace + Light,
Charlie Siegel
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I
DESTINY

What if everything is predetermined to be
undetermined?
What if the Universe has a plan for you to
be yourself?
What would you do
If you were handcrafted out of stardust
To be the best person you could be?
With the Blessings of the Universe
Who autographed its creation
With the twinkles in your eyes,
May you go forth and be someone you love.

Truth, Love and Light
by Charlie Siegel
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I made the wrong turn on the parkway.
There was no sign or symptom to guide me
And I didn’t ask for directions.
I had to reverse my self.
It was hard, but I did.
I took a deep breath,
Let God take the wheel,
And everything went in the right direction.
God has had Her driver’s license longer
than I have.
I didn’t think I missed anything
But who knows what the good Lord wanted
me to miss
That I am better off not running into.
I guess I took the right turn
And learned how to turn things around.
Thank God.

The Wrong Turn
by Bernie Siegel, MD
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“Well, the first step is to assume that you are a door.”
“What am I a door to?”
The elder gazed upon him with sparkling eyes.
“That’s up to you to decide. Are you a door to
peace? To prosperity? To joy? To challenge?
To the desperate unknown? Are you a door
that only you can travel through, or will you
be a door for someone else?”
He thought a moment before responding.
“I am a door to myself. And within my heart
lies the peace that is the key to the door
which opens unto the Heart of the Universe.”
The boy spoke these words and the doors
swung open before him.

The Door

by Charlie Siegel
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What should I do when I have a choice?
Which fork in the road do I follow?
Follow the right fork
By taking them both.
They are the beginning of a circle you
cannot see.
All roads lead to the same place.
They bring you home,
Like a river which flows to the sea.
They bring you home,
Completing the circle of life.

Which Way

by Bernie Siegel, MD
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When the cold weather wakes and an icy north wind washes
frozen over the lakes and skies, do you wonder where angels’
wings play upon it?
Does the breath of the ocean, so soft on frozen beaches, nourish
thoughts inside of you of the icy crystals forming there, just
out of sight of where your first thought to look would be?
You don’t know what’s to come around the next horizon...
Maybe, perhaps, the voices of angels are carried in on that
whispering, whipping wind, attempting to tear at your calm
on this day, or helping you preserve it on another.
You need be only where you are now and breathe there; for
the stones only have so long to enjoy the beach before they are
swept away and crumpled into sand.

Excerpt from

Realizing Our Potential
for Inner Growth
by Charlie Siegel
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The stone had chiseled on its face
The years, months and days he lived.
Were they precious, treasured, counted,
and remembered?
Or was his life a sentence to be lived out?
Stop and think.
The time we spend doesn’t change.
Are we living or dying?
Free or imprisoned?
Gift or burden:
Years, months, days,
Hours, seconds,
Time.
How will you spend your sentence
Until you make a precious stone?

Precious Stones
by Bernie Siegel, MD
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She was the girl who could paint the sky; her heart told her
so. But the other townsfolk, they said she could not. They said
that they could not, so neither could she.
But her heart told her to try, but try as she did, their words
kept the sky a soft, pale grey. With their words in the way, her
work could not be done. So, she went atop the mountain, to
hear what the sky would say.
With her back to the wind and her voice to the clouds, she
found that her spirit had the strength to soar high while
walking upon the ground. So, she let their words blow off, like
the clouds in a tempest storm.
She let them be turned to love, to return to the people with
the colors of the evening light. Their doubts, and hers too,
transitioned to hope at the touch of her fingertips.

Excerpt from

The Girl Who
Could Paint the Sky
by Charlie Siegel
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Why?
There is no universal answer.
You have to find your answer
And your question.
Maybe it isn’t a question;
Maybe it’s a gift you need to experience.
Not a burden to carry,
But a gift to rejoice in.
Then there are no whys, no questions, no conflicts:
Just life with gifts
That sometimes don’t fit or may cause pain
When we try them on.
And others that make us feel comfortable because
We have the answer
To the question that never existed.
Now do you understand why?

Questions

by Bernie Siegel, MD
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We walk the paths of ancientness. Those that have walked
before us have blessed this path as a Trail to the Fulfillment of
Destinies, and I let this fact ring true in my heart.
My steps and your steps ring in harmony with the footsteps
of countless generations, all seeking to find where they have
come from and where they are going.
The past is not behind us, but truly before us. For just as the
bravest of hikers goes first along the trail, so do our ancestors
travel before us by having existed first here in our past.
And so let us respect them as such.

Excerpt from

The Path of the
Ancient Ones
by Charlie Siegel
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